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Se presenta un modelo matelUtico de IIOlidificaciOn. que aimula la formaci6n de
inhomogeneidadea en Ia coocentraciOn de soluto cuando una aleaci6n binaria ea
solidificada direccionalmente. EI creciJlliento de Ia zona bifbica 0 dendritica se calcula
re80lviendo Iaa ecuacionea lICOpladaade transporte de momento. energia y soluto, IIIAa!as
relaciones de equilibrio tenlOdinAaico iJIIput!>staspor el dia4rama de fase de Ia aleacicSn.
Calculoarealizadoa en aleaciooea p~tai'io mueatran que Ia convecciOn termoaalina que
Be d~rrolla en la zona dendritica durante la solidificaci6n puede ocacionar
iDho-.geneidaclea fuerte_nte \oc.eliudas en la comP<»icic5afinal de Ia aleaciOn.

A mathematical model of solidification ia presented. The model simulates the tor~
of segregation defects known as "freckles" during directional solidification of binary
alloys. The growth of the t_p~ or dendritic zooe is calculated IIOlvingthe coupled
equations of momentum. enerey and solute tranaport. as well as ~taining the
thermodynamic constraints dictated by the phase diagr_ of the alloy. Calculatiorul in
lead-tin alloys show that the thel'DlOl101utalconvection in the dendritic zone during
solidification can produce heavily localized inhomogeneitiea in the {"mal alloy co• ..-,ition.

Freckles are segregation defects. at the macroacopic scale. that are found in many
unidirectionaUy solidified alloys. Durin. directional solidification, s liquid alloy is cooled
fro. belo••••and solidification is effected upwards into the melt. Today's directional
solidification processes can produce hiCh perlo_nee materials, suitable for co.ponents
that must operate under severe conditions of temperatures and atreases, as in the case
01 Cas turbine blades of aero engines. A columnar microatructure. with all the gnin
boundaries running in the Ioncitudinal direction of the caatiDa. prevents the usual
failures associated with Crail) boundaries that are tranaverse to the •• plied atress.[l)



durin, aolidification, can result in localized regions of aegregation with unacceptable
levels of inhomogeneity. Freckling is one of the IlO&t aevere types of aegre,ation. This
DOIluniformityof coapoeitioll reflects it..elf in aD undesirable variatioll ill mechanical,
chemical. electrical, _gnetic or other phyaicaJ properties of the .noy and thus leads to
an inferior perfoaaDCe durina aervlice. In in,ot pJOducticm. an escesaive number of
defects call require a Mar,e _t at C20Pping, at a conaiderable coat of energy and
~ria1.

The analym of tbe transport aecbani_s relevaDt to multiconatituent phaae change
eDCOlD~ a b~d spectrua of ~ineeriDl and acientific disciplines such as process
aetallur,y, thermodynaaica, beat and transfer and fluid aechanic:a. A
comprehenaive appr.-:h that integrate. these areaII in a consist.ent framework is esaential
to predict rea1iatic system behaviow'.

Whena -.olten alloy, initially at unitOl'll compoaitioll.ia 8OIiditied,several physical factors
contribute to a final aolid of DODUniforacomposition. Firat, the denaity at the 80lid and
liquid phases (P. and fl~' respectively) are different.. resulting either in liquid flow
towards the freezing regiona to feed shrinkage if P. > ~, or flow away from the aolid
liquid interface if P. < P~' 5econd, temperatUft and aolute gradients develop at the
solid-liquid interface because of the latent beat of fuaion released during aolidification.
Third, in most systems the allo:rinCelements have different solubilities in the 80lid and
liquid phases; hence the phases can become preferentially enriched or depleted of
al\oying elements. There is little that can be done to alter these three factors, which
are dictated solely by fund&lllentalphysical and chemical laws governing the atomic or
molecular arran,ements in tbe 80lid and liquid state... The final solid formed is thus
neceaaarily inhomogeneous in coapositioo (2}.

It is DOWwidely accepted, however, that DOne 01 these factors leads to severe
segregation defects like freckles, but they are a direct consequence of a fourth factor:
the ,ravity driven fluid now (Refa. 3-6). In multicomponent allo;vs, the density of the
liquid varies lo'ith both temperature and coocentration. Hence, natural convection can
be induced b~' both te••perature and concentration gradients present during
solidification. Also, unlike pure substance •• the freezing of alloys takes p!ace over a
ran,e of temperatures at •••hicb the solid and liquid phases coexist in equilibrium.
depending all the local composition. Temperature and concentration gradients at the
solid/liquid interface are such that morphological instabilities cause the interface to
deviate fl'Olllthe planar form observed in the solidification of pure substances. Rather
the solid proPfl,sates in the form of tree-like protrusions called "dendrites", fo~ing a
mixture of the dendritic solid and interdendritic liquid kno•••n as the "mush,. zone",
whose physical substructure is microscopic and bas a length scale on the order of l00\Ull.
The segregation produced by the three factors mentioned in the previous paragraph is
,enerall,. restricted to these length scales. and is kno••..n as microsegregation. The
advection of segregated aolid and liquid phases that accompanies solidification leads to
a macroscopic redistribution of constituents known as macrosegregation; freckles or
channels is a typical manifestation.

In early papers on laOdelingdirectional solidification of dendritic alloys (e.g., Refa. 7-81,
tbenoosolutal convection in the liquid was neglected and these models could not account
for the formation of freckles. More recently, 8ennoDsnd lncropera (9) and Beckermann
and Viskants 1101 modeled horizontal solidification of alloys. taking into account
thermoaolutal convection. Their calculations showed strong double-diffusive effectJI and
the development of irregularities in the growth front, including pockets of aegre,ated
liquid within the ••ushy ZOne. None of these studies, bowever, simulated freckle
formatioD during vertical solidification.

Our investications into the simulation of freckle for_tion began with the assumption that
the volume fraction of liquid in the dendritic region does not change with time and is
conaiatent with the non-convectinll state of the syste ••; the results were preaented in



Heinrich et aL (11) and Nandapurkar et aL [121. This assumption, although valid at the
onset ot CODvectioDdoes not bold alter convection starts, and wa.- then relaxed to allow
the dendritic region to develop according to the local conditions of equilibrium. The
resulting nu_rical model, preeented in Heinrich et aI. [131and FeliceUiet aL r 14I, is the
rU'St to reproduce features ot channel for_tion described in experimental worlt [3,41.

The model that baa been implementedis two dimensional and can be readily extended to
• 3Dversion. The physical situation consists ot an initially liquid binary alloy contained
in a rectangular IIlOldwhich is cooled at the base al a speciti",d rate. The anoy begins
to solidify forming a dendritic _ comprising solid and liquid lhat advances upward,
and the solidification proceeds until all the initial _It is completely solidified.

Th", dendritic zone (deemed the Slushy zone by _tal casters I is represented
_the_tically by an anisotropic porous medium ot variable po~ity. and it is free to
develop according to thermodTD&S1icconstraints, i.e. it baa DO predetermiDed shape or
size. The equations of conservation ot IIWl&S,_entum,
enerlyand solute content are aolved in a two dimensional -11;;:.===~wl===:::.rl-""
domain (Fig. 1) under the following assumptions:

The now is laminar.
Only solid and liquid phaaes are pr_Dt, i.e.
no pores form.
The solid and liquid phases have equa!
densities.
The density is CODstant except in the
buoyancy term of the lDOmentumequation
«aouuinesq approxiaationl.
There is negligible ditfuaion at solute within
the solid.
The solid does not oonvect..
The thermal properties are constant and equa!
in both the liquid and solid phases.

(vi)
(vii)

Based on these •• sumptions, the set of equationa
governing the conservation of mass, lDOmentu•• energy and
solute CODtent,can be written ••• (l4,151:

CHILL
Fig. 1: Domain
coordinate system
vertic&l solidification
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where u and w are the component. of the superficial velocity in the JC and e directions.
The JC direction is horizontal, and the e direction is antiparallel to gravity. The
superficial velocities are defined as

u = + u,
10' = + •...,

where u, and w, are the component. of the interdendritic nuid velocity and • is the
volu_ fraction of interdendritic liquid. In the momentumequations, t is time, p is
preuure, III is the kinematic viacoait,. and '0 is the density at a reference state, g is
the gravitational acceleration, and K. and K. are the permeabilities in the JC and e
direction.. respectively. Equations used for permeabilitiea are given in [141, with
K. = K.,l+.d1) and K. = K.(+,d1I, where d1 is the primary dendrite arm spacing. The
denait,.. p. ia ••• uaed to be a linear function of the temperature, T, and the solute
c:oncentration of the liquid. e,• where af is the thermal expansion coefficient, and Dcis



the 801utal expansion coef'licienL Por the reference state, the COnCftlltratioDis that of
the initial melt (CD I and the temperature • the liquidus temperature (T.) corresponding
tD C. Oft the equilibrium pbaa.!!diagraa. In Eq. (5), a is the thermal ditfuai.vity, c is the
heat cap8city and L is the latent heat of tuaion. FinAlly, in Eq•• (&-91, D is the 80lutal
dittusivit,. in the liquid I_umed tD he unitoral, ~ is the local averace _~itioD of
liquid and aolid tD,ether, 1:. is the averace Ioca1coapoaition of the aoIid, and k is the
equilibrium puotition ratio. In the muah7 IIOne, the composition of the iDterdendritic
liquid is siveo by the liquidus line in the pa-e diagram of the aDoy, i.e. C, = C&(T).

The differential equatioDa _re diacretiMd uaing a finite element •• thod b8aed OIl
rectanguJar bilinear Lagran~ eie_nt&. The numerical lIIOdeluses a PetroT-Galerldll
formulation for the convection doainated tranaport and a penalty functioD approziwation
tDimpoae incompreuibility. The sysu. of the first order differential equations retlwtiDC
from the aemidiacrete Pe~rkin appro:rimatioD is integrated ~ a .eneraliseG
Newmarkaethod. The major features 01 the algorithm have been baaica1lydescribed in
Heinrich (16) and HeiDrich and Yu (17). The detailed aspects 01 the method pertaiainC
tDa solidification Pl'OCe8Scan he found iD Heinrich [181, Heinricll and. Felicelli 1191. and
Felicelli [15).

Numericalcalculations have been performed that clearly display the fo~tion of channels
vben a Pb-Sn alloy is .midified direc:tionally. Here reaults for 8Olidificationof a Pb-l0
vt pet Sn alloy are presented. As it is ob•• rved in DS e-tia.s, freckles are very
narrow, with diameters usually s-uer thaD 1 m.. This ieneth scale is predictable and.
is on the order of the IIOlutedecay length lICale,D/V, where D is the diffusivity of the
solute in the liquid and V ill the the solidificat.ion rate. An adequate llleah retIOlution,
comparable tD this length scale, auat be u.ed in order tD 1"eproduee the fo~tion of
freckles. Indeed, if the grid ele_nb are t.oo larae, the aiaulation does not properly
resolve the convection
cells that lead tD
channel formation.
This fact iapoaea a
limitation Oft the
size of the
computational
domain, because the
location of channels
and pocketa of
•• ,relJated liquid
are unpredictable a
priori, hence a
mesh 01 uniformly
sized ele_nts must
be used. A uniform
mesh of 20 by 30
elements was uaed
for the results
reported bere.

The mold cavity is III _ -.. _ •• T_ _ _ ••••••••••• -

initially filled with Pic. 2: Solidification of a Pb- 10 vt pet Sn alloy at t = 5 lain.
a melt of Pb-IO wt
pet Sn alloy
subjected tD a line&r temperature distribution, v&r7inc from 577 I: at the botto. tD 588
K at the tDp (the initial thermal cradient • 10 lCIeml. The container ia 5 mmwide by
9 11Im high. The side walls are insulated, aDd time dependent teIlperaturea are im~d
at the tDp and bottDmaccordiaC to



T_ = 677 - o.ootJ33 t

T_ = 586- 0.00833 t

where T is ill It and t is time ill ueond.. This yields an inibal tIOlidificationrate V =
7.78 It 10-4 cm's and a cooling rate do8e to those in the e:xperiaenta of Sarazin and
Hellawell(5).

The tint calculation
considers an open
top boundary,
siaulatin, an
infinitely high
container. No-
atre.. conditiona
are imposed on the
velocities at the top
boundary. and ~
slip on the other
three boundarieL
The c:ak:ulation is
carried on until the
top of the aushY
IIOnereaches about
80~ of the
contaiDer.

The calculated
results ill Fig.. 2a,
3&. and .a clear!)' Fie. 3:
dis pia.,. Ion g
channel-shape
penetratioDS of liquid regions into the mushy zone along the walls of the container. The
liquid in these re,ioDs is flowing upward (Fi, •• 2c, 3c, and 4cl and is enriched in aolute
IFig•• 2b, 3b. and "bl, in -.reelllent with experimental observations. Unsuccessful
attempts of channel
growth are also
observed in the
interior of the
aushy zone,
resulting in cloaed
pockets of IIOlut.e-
rich liquid.
Although the alloy
is not yet
completely
solidified, it is
evident that the
concentration of the
liquid ..in the
c~ela " increases
with time. Because
s higher
concentration
lowers the freezing
point, these regions
aolidit,. last, and •• f, _

J> rod u c e the Fig. .4:
localized aolut.e-rich



S: Solidification of a
Ph-lO wt pet SA alloy.
Final composition

This fact ia confirmed in FiC. 3 which ahows a completely
solidified ingot. obtained by prescribing a zero vertical
velocity at the top boundar:r so aa to _ke the container
finite. The cooling rate was doubled to 0.0167 K./s after 60
IlIinof solidification, because b:r that tiae the aushy zone
baa reached the top at the container and the convection
has greatly diminished. The alloy solidifies completely at
t = 160 min. Figure 5 sbows final co.pc:>sition of the
casting. with evidence of strong segregation due to the
channels along the walla, where the compc:>aitiollbaa
reached about 27 wt pet So. Macroaegregatioll in the
vertical direction along the interior part of the container
is alae observed, with oompoaitiolls varying from a
depleted bottom at about .• wt pet Sn to a 12 wt pet Sn at
the top. The pocketlike segregations observed during
solidifications have alae ended with higher concentration
than the surrounding _teriaL The stron, pc:>aitive
segregation at the top of the mold is due to the
accumulation of buoyant solute-rica liquid in this region
during solidification. Because this is the last part of the
cast to solidify, it baa a high solute ~tent.

A _thematical model of solidification of dendritic: alloys
with thermosolutal convection baa been presented. The
solidification is initiated from an all-liquid state, and the
dendritic zone is alk»oed to grow as the volume fraction of
liquid in the mushy zone adju.u according to 10caIthermodynamic equilibrium conditions.
Calculations were performed for the directional solidification of a Ph-l0 wt pet Sn alloy.
that reproduces channel for_tions and predicts severe segre,atieD pheAOlllenain
castings. The prediction of channels in directional solidification is the fir-. of its kind,
and show the correct qualitative behavior observed in experiments (3-6}.

The simulation of freckle fo~tion is computationally very demanding. The e:uct
simulation of a real eIperiaental settin, is severely limited by the high coeputational
coat of resolving the small scales associated with freckles. in the relatively large
solidification III01dathat are utilized in practice. Ii. calculation in s small do-m of
dimensions 1 cm x 2 em. with a 40 x 40 _h, requires approIimately 2 bou~ of CPUtiJDe
in a Crs,. YIMPS per hour of solidification. The simulation of freckles in Sarazin and
Bellawell's experiments [51 for eIample, with container dimensions of 4 em (diameter) x
12cm. would be prohibitively expensive. Furthermore, close quantitative predictions -:r
require the use of 3-D models and a more general treat.lDent of transpc:>rtaspects. based
on properly characterized thermoph7SicaJ properties. Parallel COGIputiDgwill beco.e
essential to achieve this Coal.
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